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curriculum ofmarketing, and will be designed for students at the college level with an
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audience is, what effect the advertisement might have on the audience, what the mood ofthe
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piece is, as well as technical questions regardiq$e way the clip was filmed After becoming
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ability students will be able to discuss an{Xupport opinions regarding a variety of topics fi s9./* 7

including communication and marketing as will be presented in this lesson. Since this lesson fits

^ " .u"(l;nto uOroader curiculum it will be assumed that the students have already leamed much ofthe
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Y'41, vocabulary necessary to anallze and design different t)?es of media. Thercfore, the primary goal
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{.T The lesson wil l begin with the leacher inroducing two differenl commercials ftom
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.o.p"tinp. companies that locus on the same topic aSout which lhe srudents (who have by now
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assumed the role ofsfudio executives) must qeate a short advetisement to sell to a local

government agency. The first clip can be fould on you-tube at the following link:

http://www.voutube.contwatch?\,-cxANqfK045k. After viewing the first clip' the instructor

would elgage the students by asking thern questions about the clip; ie. who the intended
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Marketing and Media through Bicycle Safety

In this shot lesson, students will be required to anallze the effectiveness ofvarious

publicities aimed at promoting bicycle safety, and subsequently deate an outline oftheir own

commercial that would target similar or possibly different objectives. This lesson will fit within

familiar with the first clip, the teacher would then introduce the second clip (which can be found
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at the following link: http://www.
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be. After fielding similar

further solicit comparisons, the teacher could create a simple table that would require the , t - (
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studerts to list and discuss the pros and cons of each clip. 
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l*tl Wtll^ , ener atout luninutes of discussion using the presenr lense ,ina pu.ltine,lt" i;, ';;,1 \r-f 
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l;" ftffiffiFr,. "hat thev would do differentlv if thev were the directors of each advertisement.
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-hat they would do differently if they were the directors of each advertisement.

questions to the discussion of the first clip, the teacher would then ask ts to compare and

contrast the two clips, and require them to suppot thei claims with sound In order to

students will be actively engaged in open discussion. Thei listening comprehension will be

0"A- #t:!X4 { Then for the final l0-15 minutes, they would lower the text type as well as the
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focus of rhe lesson in o(der to brainstorm ideas and situations.for the advertisement . / ..
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Ktth|v'l that they are required to produce. The amounl oftime devoled lo each element oIihe lesson plan rq49,/e
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remains mallbdble jn order to meel the language and contmt needs of the students ES4)^"Pr mallbdble iir order to meet the language and content needs of the students "L 
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This lesson will obviously favor the development oflistening and speaking skills. as / t/'ZQ 
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targeted not only by the video clips but also by their instructor and fellow peers.

to be placed iD the CBI box:

two video clips - hopefully I could find the French equivalent ofthe second one

discussion questions for each clip

vocabulary list of marketing and film production terms - these would be built up liom

previous lessons.that lead into this one, but would be useful for the instructor to have

briefoutline ofthe conditional form for review in case students are struggling with the
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